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Hungary, his nature geography conditions caught, offers complex 
tourism opportunities beside the capital and Balaton. Worthy to pay 
attention to this, it dared coming to visit here it is experienced only, that 
on the mentioned two places – especially in summer – there are 
increasingly more people with a seasonal character, that from time to 
time congestion, environment load, more report a man at the desired one. 
Sometimes heavy to keep the quality which can be expected a comfort. We 
examine its opportunity, how it is possible to offer new tourism 
destinations for the tourists? 
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INTRODUCTION 
We may say thank you for the medicinal water welling up from the 

more thousand meters to the area's geothermal energy. It is with wonderful 
aesthetic conditions, small town lying in green zones. Onto everybody's 
mood is divorcing in order to fill his spare time here.  

 

WHY DO THEY REGARD GYULA AS ONE RISING IN TERMS  
OF HEALTH TOURISM? 

It would like to be called through Veszprem city tourism in our 
study the attention on the country's other landscapes being onto some 
excellent programs. We draw the attention to the plain primarily, that that of 
enlivening our country's better cognition, the tourism, the rising of specific 
interest are served according to our hopes. We could take a liking to the 
rural tourism better in this manner, our memorable places, our habits could 
be discovered, we could recognize our different values not known till now.  

                                                
* University of Szeged, Faculty of Engineering, Hungary 
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Veszprem is a wonderful city with historical past. The interested 
attention grows to one for it. The tourists arriving into the city may face 
diverse tourism supply. 

 

ROLE OF VESZPREM IN REGION 
Veszprem, at which many historical sights are, is one for those 

cities. His tourism supply improved in the latter years spectacularly, despite 
this, yet until all of them fundamentally onto the cultural tourism and is built 
on the sightseeing, the choice requires extension because of this. These his 
common feature, that they work with low utilization today. Quite few 
tourists visit the museums, the castle. These reasons it low standard 
marketing work, like this the deficiency of the reputation.  

The proximity of Balaton and Bakony, the Sed valley, the natural 
conditions and the tour opportunities offer an attractive program likewise.  

In the case of other tourism products the city's conditions (natural 
and cultural values, picturesque environment, curios) for good one can be 
said, but you are infrastructural in the look of services generally onto a 
development (e.g. landscaping, the maintenance of green areas). (VAJKAI, 
1973). Veszprem can be presented by following strengths: 

• Favorable geographical position 
• City with historical past 
• In ancient monuments, sights rich  
• Unique natural values enjoying tall immunity 
• Special natural conditions, hilly country  
• Tourinform an office's existence and his activity 
• The one for which thank you can be said to Pannon University 

tourism training well baldy, numerous specialists 
• Good public safety 

Weaknesses: 
• Cultural and natural values in a narrow circle the reputation of truth 

and his low utilization 
• The deficiency of modern experience supply 
• Not properly intensive tourism marketing 
• The deficiency of a tourism face 
• Infrastructure to be resumed 
• Short residential time 
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• The deficiencies of a parking system 
• Cozy and high-standard clubs' deficiency for the middle and elderly  
• An airport's deficiency 

Opportunities: 
• The more conscious exploitation of the natural values of the 

neighborhood 
• The development of experience supply 
• Bakony-Balaton the linking of his values 
• Opportunities residing in regional cooperation  
• Product management's development  
• Non-profit and profit-oriented the linking of a marketing  
• The cooperation of settlements and the entrepreneurs 
• Through the tourism products introduced already the extension of 

the supply 
Threats: 

• The deficiency of the harmony of planning levels (region county 
micro-region) 

• The lag of the development of champing, cooperation 
• Lack of funds 
• The increase of negative environmental effects 
• The unclaimed of tourism products 
• The under-utilization of tourism values 
• The losing ground of background areas, his lag 

The city in Bakony can be found, so his position in one 
attractiveness for example on a plain for a living person, at the same time 
problem because of the heavy accessibility. There are number buildings, a 
church institution in the downtown (e.g. Petofi Theatre, Laczko Dezso 
Museum, Dubniczay House, Archbishop Palace, Gizella Chapel, St. 
Michael Cathedral,), that historical past is recalled. 

In the travel season, Veszprem, which is attractive beneficial one 
likewise in his tourism, is transformed into a real festival city until an 
autumn because of a spring. The first Hungarian queen's, Gizella name-day 
is attached to by them Gizella Day, the summer events come then a lot-with 
much music, open-air concerts, street music with a festival, lilac concerts, 
with playing music yards, an international choir competition, brass band 
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with a festival and the domestic one of rank and foreign country musicians 
deploying with Veszprem Cultural Festival. 

The city's cultural life is rich in a variegated and national 
comparison, but does not burn in the international tourism calendar of 
events opposite this stress his appearance. Four lean on a pillar 
fundamentally: onto the creator art, the literature, the eurhythmics and onto 
the music. 

He may say thank you for the richness of the fact that many creative 
artists and an artistic group affect the city. The orchestra enjoying national 
and international fame in the city, choir and folklore a band works. The 
classical music dominates in program supply on the other hand; less 
attention is left in this manner the youth, military and church programs, for 
programs. There is an attractive festival for the particular segment meaning 
number, littler or greater attractiveness beside Gizella Nap. 

 
TRAVEL INFRASTRUCTURE 

Veszprem attractiveness inventory implies the attractions with next 
regional or national significance: the castle, Szent Istvan Volgyhid (bridge 
over valley), Bakonyi Haz (museum), Lacko Dezso Museum, Kittenberger 
Kalman Wildlife Park (Picture no 1) and Petofi Szinhaz (theatre). These 
sights are in a different property (e.g. the majority of the attractiveness’s in 
the castle the churches) and on the city's different dots can be found. A 
uniform system is not developed the entrance fees, discounts and at the 
opening hours. The largest problem is that the spectacular, entertaining 
attractions offering the longer residence are missing. 
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Picture no 1: Kittenberger Kalman Wildlife Park 

In the city 2 four star hotel can be found: Villa Hotel Medici**** 
and Betekints Hotel****, latter but not some modern building. 49 rooms are 
at Veszprem Hotel*** disposal, this is not capable of a bigger group of his 
reception however. A five-star hotel's building could increase the guests' 
number that a hall is at disposal of a conference receiving ca. 200 heads. 
(BALASSA–KRALIVANSZKY, 2006; http://www.veszprem.hu   2009) 

Sport opportunities: the spare time which can be found in the city 
offers an opportunity in a sport centre onto playing tennis, playing table 
tennis, the usage of fitness gymnasia. The cross-country riding, the cycling 
and the opportunities of the cross-country running are given furthermore. 

Aim the increase of the residential time, bigger spending inclination 
in the park, and, that let the visitors return, like this in a final result 
Kittenberger Kalman Wildlife Park Ltd, than a urban institution may be 
totally self-supporting financially, and means a lasting income source to the 
city then in this manner. 

The settlement the Budapest-Szombathely settles down in a line. 
Veszprem-Budapest intercity train services are in service. The railway 
station is far from the city centre, it is possible to approach the downtown 
with four different local familiar coaches because of this. Into other 
directions the train service not real alternative because of the long running-
times and the bad accession. (MEHES, 2008) 

The city six it is possible to approach it on a public road. Through 
the 8 main road, which is innovated now, –, may not be however through a 
motorway, what is not a good dot just in a county seat's case according to 
my opinion. Fortunately but the 8 main road Veszprem - section between a 
palace 4 striped ones the extension of truth came true already, like this in 
faster one and more safely can be reached it M7 motorway, that cross 
though Budapest. The exterior roundabout ring road avoiding the city the 
transit traffic decreases it significantly. The inner half ring road in the city 
relieves the little streets. The quality of the downtown roads is changing in 
his totality. On the city's inner and exterior area 10-12 petrol stations can be 
found. (FILIP, 2004) 

In the downtown few car parks can be found, the big part of these 
pay. The building of the parking lots could provide a solution to these 
problems. The cycle track built up between the city's border and Balaton can  

http://www.veszprem.hu/
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be found, that popular not only the local residents, but among the tourists 
liking the sport. 

The city is accessible with public transport vehicle. Not only from 
all of the county's settlements, but quasi from the whole country's area with 
a coach which can be achieved with a change or directly. The railway 
station in the city centre can be found, from where on foot available the 
sights of the settlement, concerned sight. (PALFY, 2000) Local services, 
which help it, are in service on the county seat furthermore the tourists, and 
the local residents destination his achievement. 

 

COMPETITORS 
In Hungary more settlements like that can be found, Than e.g. 

Sopron, Szekesfehervar, Eger, Pecs, Szeged, that likewise historical cities, 
with many sights and sights are at their disposal, so his competitors for 
Veszprem. In Central Dunantul region for a real competitor Szekesfehervar 
can be said, because an ancient monument is at a city's with historical past 
and a forest's disposal likewise, beside this economically much more 
advanced (Table no 1). We compare Veszprem and Szekesfehervar tourism 
services shortly in the under mentioned table. 
(http://turizmus.szekesfehervar.hu 2009) 

From the above table visible, that Szekesfehervar approaches easier, 
than Veszprem, because it is possible to attain it directly on a motorway, 
and to Budapest lies near. A catering establishment's supply is baggier. 

Table no 1: Veszprem and Szekesfehervar in competition  

 Veszprem Szekesfehervar 

Approach No motorway motorway 

No of hotels 23 18 

Restaurants, 
confectioneries 

36 43 

Sights, curiosities 

Museums, churches, 
cathedral, castle , 

theatre, archbishop 
palace wildlife Park 

(zoo) 

Museums, theatre, 
cathedral 

Sport facilities 
Sport center, swimming 

pool 
Sport center, swimming 

pool, ice sport hall 

http://turizmus.szekesfehervar.hu/
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The active tourism liking the centre of the spare time and his ice hall 
provide more sport opportunities to him though. 

 
IMPACT OF BALATON TO TOURIZM OF VESZPREM 

Beside Budapest our homeland one of the most loved tourism 
destination (mainly in the summer time) Balaton, the tourism of Lake 
Balaton influences Veszprem city tourism largely because of his proximity. 
The tourists of Lake Balaton like visiting the city in particularly cool, rainy 
time. When the weather, incongruent one is inapposite at Balaton onto 
bathing, sunbathing, the holiday houses leave for sightseeing into 
Veszprem. Like this while the weather does not take a turn for the better, 
and they may not go back to continue their summer holidays onto the coast, 
the sights are inspected, like what the castle you are even a walk is made 
only in the downtown. The zoo is attractive even in sunny time for the 
young families. 

 
CONCLUSION 

The competition between the tourism destinations intensifies due to 
the economic recession. For the foreign country tourists - the forint euro 
because of the changing of an exchange rate - Hungary turns into cheaper 
one, but the concentrated appearance of the mass tourism means the 
problem in the future. In the tourism the solution the rural cities and villages 
active joining in may mean it. Balatonfured, Keszthely and Tihany may 
means a serious competition to Veszprem primarily between the settlements 
beside Balaton. Balatonfured developed most in the past years. The listed 
cities show that Hungary's tourism is bipolar unduly. They are beside 
Budapest and Balaton-onto visiting close worthy places, tourism attractions. 
Worthy so to recognize the cities of the country are, their villages and 
natural values. 

We spoke about endeavors planning his future working on his 
present cherishing his traditions preserving his past when we called the 
attention for the tourism interests of the country. 

Please, get acquainted at what in more with the variegated country of 
our homeland; let them be at what his guests welcomed with pleasure in 
more! 
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